
 

 

 

 

 

 

All students need to email the scene file as an attachment.  Email the scene file to jacobson@cs.uni.edu so that I can 

open up your scene file in Maya. 

You will see a link from the class web page to the Maya final projects for Fall 2012.  Be sure to check out the page 

http://www.cs.uni.edu/~jacobson/maya/12/2012projects.html for two different reasons: 

To check to make sure that there is a link to your project after you have sent me the link and 

the Maya scene file, or just the scene file if you have trouble with the publishing it and the Maya 

to After Effects to Flash Video to Flash application to web published and uploaded Flash 

application process (whew!). 

 To check out your fellow fall of 2012 classmates projects. 

If you have trouble with the Maya rendering to Targa or to IFF sequence of images; import the Targa or IFF sequence to 

After Effects; render out the After Effects composition to FLV Flash video; create a Flash application for the FLV Flash 

video, publishing the Flash application to the web (YouTube or sunny.uni.edu upload), here are your options: 

Make an appointment by email to meet with me and I will help you with the entire process or the last portion of 

it (uploading to sunny.uni.edu) or whatever part you are stuck on. 

Send me the scene file as an attachment.  Note:  Set your Maya to a new project and open your scene file from 

that new project that you have never used.  If your scene animation plays and looks fine, you do NOT need to 

send anything else.  If it does not look fine, your original project has some extra texture files or whatever stored 

in other folders of the project. 

Note 2:  ALL STUDENTS ARE SENDING ME THEIR SCENE FILE AS AN ATTACHMENT ANYWAY!!!!  That is required! 

 

You can turn the final project in by Monday evening (December 17th, 2012)! 

COPY and PASTE any URLS you send me, so they are CORRECT! 

Happy Holidays and enjoy your semester break! 

 

Mark 

jacobson@cs.uni.edu 
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